
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
AIRBSNLEWA/CMD /2021-22 Dated:15.06.2020 

 

To, 
Shri P K Purwar Ji CMD, 
BSNL 
New Delhi -110001 
 

Subject :-Payment of pending medical claims of BSNL pensioners-reg  
 
R/Sir, 
      We are constraint to mention that all types of medical claims i.e indoor , outdoor 

and without voucher payments, of BSNL pensioners are pending for more than  2 

year despite of our  repeated requests, whereas the medical claims of BSNL serving 

employees are cleared upto March-2021. BSNL CO has created discrimination 

among the serving employees and pensioners. Both of them are covered with the same 

BSNL MRS policy. 

It is most painful to mention that BSNL pensioners in their old age are waiting 

for the payment of Medical claims for the last 2 years .In this old age they are more 

in need of Medical help and BSNL management is ignoring knowingly their pending 

medical claims payment. The present Pandemic of COVID -19 has worsened the 

health and economic condition of pensioners.  They have served DOT/BSNL 3 to 4 

decades and retired. So, it is very important and justified issue to pay them all the pending 

medical bills and fixed medical allowance on priority. 

BSNL management desired that BSNL pensioners should switch over to 

CGHS facility accordingly many pensioners have already opted CGHS facility but these 

CGHS health centers are not available in most of Cities towns and villages thus they 

are unable to opt CGHS. Moreover, those BSNL pensioners who have opted CGHS 

facility their earlier medical claims are not yet cleared. 

In view of the above, it is therefore requested to kindly look into the matter 

sympathetically and   release sufficient funds to the Circles for the payment of all 

pending medical claims of BSNL pensioners at the earliest to avoid discrimination. 

With kind regards. 

 
Yours Sincerely 

 
 

(Prahlad Rai) 
General Secretary, 
AIRBSNLEWA 
Copy to:- 1. Shri Arvind Vadnerker Ji, Director( HR ) BSNL Board, New Delhi -110001 

2. Ms Yojna Das ji Director (Finance) BSNL Board, New Delhi-110001 
3.Shri A M Guptaji,Sr. GM (Admn) BSNL CO New Delhi-110001 

 


